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SRI VENKATESWARA COLLEGE
(UNIVERSITY OF DELHI)

EVENT REPORT

NAME OF THE EVENT: MOVIE SCREENING FOR “DANCES WITHWOLVES”

DATE DEPARTMENT COMMITTEE/SOCIETY COORDINATORS’ NAME
21/10/ 2022 HISTORY History Association M.Jeevan

Dr. Ningmuanching
TIME VENUE NUMBER OF

PARTICIPANTS
NATURE:
Outdoor/Indoor;
online/offline/hybrid

10 am – 1pm SEMINAR
HALL

42 INDOOR

FINANCIAL
SUPPORT/ASSISTANC
E (if any):

N/A

BRIEF INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACTIVITY

TOPIC/SUBJECT OF
THE ACTIVITY

Movie Screening

OBJECTIVES
To use audio-visual mediums of learning to help students engage with
important themes like the American Civil war, ethnic cleansing,
stereotyping and intercultural interaction.

METHODOLOGY Conducting the screening of western epic film ‘DANCES WITH
WOLVES’, a movie directed by Kevin Costner. Introduction of
the movie by a student and comments on important themes by a
faculty member of the History Department.

INVITED SPEAKERS
WITH AFFILIATION
DETAILS
(IF ANY)

N/A
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OUTCOMES Students gain insights into the culture of the Native Indians, in
particular the Sioux tribe and learn to respect differences and
value other cultures.

PROOFS & DOCUMENTS ATTACHED (Tick mark the proofs attached):

1
Notice &

Letters
✔

2
Number of Participants &

Name of participants
✔  

3
Video clip

4
Photos

✔

 
5

Feedback
Form &
analysis

6
News clip

with details

7
Sample Copy of the

Certificate

8 
Posters/
Invites
✔

9
Event report
Attested by

Event
Coordinator &

IQAC
Coordinator

 

10
Any other
document
✔

Report by
Akshat
Ayush,

president
History

Association
2022-23.

IQAC Document No:
IQAC/SVC/2022-23/Hist/02

Criterion No: II &III

Departmental file no: SVC/2022-23/HISSOC/02 IQAC file No: SVC/2022-23

NAME OF
TEACHER &
SIGNATURE

NAME OF HEAD/
COMMITTEE INCHARGE &
SIGNATURE

IQAC COORDINATOR (SEAL &
SIGNATURE)

M.Jeevan
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M.Jeevan

For Reference

Criterion I Curricular Aspects (planning
& Implementation)

Criterion
V

Student Support & Progression

Criterion II Teaching Learning &
Evaluation

Criterion
VI

Governance

Criterion III Research, Innovations &
Extension

Criterion
VII

Institutional Values & Best
Practices

Criterion IV Learning Resources and
Infrastructure

A report by Akshat Ayush, President History Association, 2022-23.

After two weeks of preparations, the first event hosted by the department of history was the screening of the
period-war drama movie, "dances with wolves" starring kevin costner, mary mcdonnell, tantoo cardinal, and graham
greene, among others.

The event was on the 21st of October, 2022, a friday. It was exclusive to the students and faculty under the department
of history. The movie screened was chosen from an expertly selected number of movies. "Dances with wolves''
narrates the story of its white American protagonist breaking free of the shackles of cultural misrepresentation and
propaganda–induced paranoia through his interactions with the Sioux tribe, amid a war. The movie was selected for its
portrayal of native american culture, intercultural interactions, culture shock and the american civil war, among other
subplots. Its plot and representation of events give valuable insights into developing historic sensitivity and critical
review, especially in the face of eurocentric perspectives, a skill valuable to a student of history.

The screening begins at 10:10 am to a warm audience. The viewers were taken to the movie and showed keen interest
in its plot and events. for cinematic purposes, certain historic plot points were oversimplified. organisers made sure to
pause at intervals and fill the gaps, to provide context to the events. The audience were patient through these sessions
and the three-hour-long movie. Snacks were distributed as refreshments to keep everyone comfortable. The movie
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concluded at 1:15 pm, followed by an interactive session with the teachers, where members of the audience could put
forward their queries and opinions on the movie. There was a vote of thanks, which concluded the event successfully.

The efforts put into organising this event are highly commendable, especially that of the members of the history
association, who took great care of the intricacies and requirements to build up a great platform. The success of the
event is a result of their sweat. At the end, a group photo was taken to commemorate the event.
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